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Expansion, Innovation and Rejuvenation
I hope you enjoyed a fantastic summer.  Here at Purity, we’ve been working away on some exciting developments,  
which I’m thrilled to share with you.

Among them, an enormous expansion to our Eastern warehouse, forty new product lines we can’t wait to reveal,  
plus a Purity App that’s going to make your sales process even more efficient.

Larger Warehouse Means Larger Orders and More Products 
There’s no denying our Industry is growing exponentially. From increased consumer demand to continuous product  
innovation, how fortunate for us to be in the thick of it!  And precisely why we gave our Eastern warehouse a serious  
expansion, tripling its size and operations too. Not only can we handle larger orders without compromising service  
or delivery, we’ve made room for more great products, on-top of our Industry leading 9,000+.  

New Products to Purity  
As previously shared on our Facebook page, we can hardly wait to introduce 40 new dry food lines at CHFA East,  
which are also listed in this catalogue. These additions will be a combination of shared lines, innovative new snack lines,  
as well as first-to-market food offerings.  From paleo this to fermented that, these innovative products are sure to please  
natural health foodies of all tastes. 

Say Hello to a New App 
The first of its kind for retailers, the Purity App is ready for the downloading! Compatible on both iPhone and Android,  
it takes our easy-to-use CustomerLink system even further with enhanced tools to use.  For example, you can now use your 
camera to scan a UPC code when placing an order, checking product inventory or processing a credit.  To download this  
free App, search Purity Health in your phone’s App store.

Powering Up and Rejuvenating Some More 
Power outages caused by unfavourable weather, can reek havoc on operations.  While not regular occurrences thankfully, 
we upgraded our generator system in order to maintain our consistent level of service at all times.  Along with ‘powering-up’, 
we’re also rejuvenating our mezzanine level with a more efficient packing area, as well as upgrading our carousel system  
for increased product flow, higher volume capacity and improved turnaround times. 

In closing, and on behalf of the entire Purity family, I wish to extend our sincere gratitude for your loyalty, along with  
our continued commitment to be your best partner to grow your business today, and for years to come.  

If I don’t see you before, I invite you to visit our Purity Life Village at CHFA East to share your feedback and to chat more on 
ways we can maintain our role as the Industry’s best distributor. One that’s most easy (and enjoyable) to do business with!
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